Agile Solutions
Your Partners in Pursuit of Enterprise Agility
Change occurs at a breakneck pace. The days of five-year initiatives and detailed project plans are gone, and businesses that fail to embrace this reality WILL be left behind.

Your organization must pursue enterprise agility.

You’ll Need Help. Work With the Best.

Cprime is a global leader in Agile and technology consulting, training, and support; the only global strategic consulting firm that blends Agile, product, and technology solutions to achieve enterprise agility, regardless of industry. Cprime is the go-to partner for organizations looking to get ahead of change and turn ideas into action faster.
Agile Solutions

“Going Agile” is easier said than done. And, achieving scaled enterprise agility can be a long, complex, and overwhelming process. Expert guidance, the right tools, and a suite of optimized services can make all the difference. Here’s how we can ease your pain and guide you to enterprise agility.

- **Agile Transformations**
  The tools, knowledge, and experience to guide you to enterprise agility

- **Scaled Agility**
  The skills, roles, and processes that will support enterprise agility

- **Agile Training**
  Flexible role-, tool-, and skill-based learning opportunities

- **Agile Tooling**
  The right tool stack, optimized to support enterprise agility

- **Agile Coaching and Consulting**
  Agile experts for short- or long-term product and technical support

- **Product Agility**
  Move from project to product by organizing around customer value

- **Agile Talent Acquisition**
  Qualified Agile professionals to fill your tech talent gap

- **Agile for Hardware**
  Applying Lean-Agile principles and DevOps to hardware
Agile Transformations

We don’t just help with people, processes, or technology. We put it all together to provide real business value.

Learn More: cprime.com/agile/agile-transformation

Are you just considering an Agile transformation and don’t know where to start? Or are you well on your way and losing steam? We meet you wherever you are on the journey toward enterprise agility. With the optimal combination of enablement, guidance, and tools, you’ll be able to mature and scale at the perfect pace to meet and exceed your business goals and ensure sustainable success.

From technology to finance, healthcare to manufacturing, Cprime has a proven track record of helping enterprises stay competitive, grow, and adapt their business strategy to emerging opportunities.
Scaled Agility

Scaling Agility beyond the team level requires a different set of skills, new roles, and updated processes.

Learn More: cprime.com/agile/safe

Working with a proven framework has helped thousands of companies make the changes they need, without unnecessarily disrupting business or wasting time and energy. Expert training, tooling, and coaching will get you up and running with the scaling Agile framework of your choice.

Agile Training

We take an “all in” approach with our Agile training and coaching philosophy, focusing across the enterprise, not just IT.

Learn More: cprime.com/learning/topic/agile

Our Agile training courses are highly interactive and offer a “hands-on” learning approach. Courses include general upskilling, certification, and CECs. Different learning modes include self-paced e-learning modules, onsite or online instructor-led courses, bootcamps, and workshops.
Agile Tooling

Access expert guidance and support in developing your optimal tool stack to achieve business outcomes.

Learn More: cprime.com/business-technology

Cprime can help your organization choose, implement, and make the most of your tool stack, leveraging our partnerships with Atlassian, Apptio, Asana, Slack, and more. From technical coaching to training, to migrations, to integrations, and everything in between, we’re here to support your tooling needs.

Agile Coaching and Consulting

We have hundreds of Agile experts available to guide your transformation and help you get the most out of the tools and frameworks you’re using.

Learn More: cprime.com/agile

Our tested, refined and proven Agile delivery approach has helped countless enterprises transform their way of working to reap the benefits of Agile methodologies, addressing all stages involved in meeting and exceeding business goals: Prepare, Roadmap, Iterate, Measure, and Evolve.
Product Agility

Working in an Agile way is one thing. But how do you know if you’re building the right thing that will satisfy your customers and impact the market?

**Learn More:** [cprime.com/product-agility](http://cprime.com/product-agility)

With Cprime’s Agile Product Development solutions, your product teams will get from planning to launch faster, while shifting the focus away from individual projects and onto the value your products bring. Achieve true product agility so you can always pivot to the customer’s needs.

---

Agile Talent Acquisition

As the global talent market shifts to adopt new technology, elevating your talent is critical for your business. Cprime can help.

**Learn More:** [cprime.com/talent-acquisition](http://cprime.com/talent-acquisition)

Cprime provides end-to-end solutions for growing your talent, including reskilling existing employees and augmenting your teams through outside talent acquisition, finding the right hires for new job functions through staffing.
Agile for Hardware

Agile principles aren’t just for software. Cprime pioneered the application of Agile to hardware production.

Learn More: cprime.com/agile/agile-for-hardware

For many large enterprises, the alignment of hardware and software processes is critical to ensure a reliable and integrated product-development environment. Cprime offers training, coaching, and guided foundational solutions around hardware product development.
Agile Transformation at a Utility Company

Long cycle times and waterfall methodology hindered this utility company’s efforts to respond to change in the market and produce consistent value for customers with evolving needs. We helped pilot a new Agile way of working with excellent results.

As an added benefit, many of the team members noted improved morale, greater employee engagement, and other less tangible improvements. One stated, “this is the best team I’ve ever been on!”

30% Greater Productivity

The agile teams drastically improved cycle times over teams who were still running traditionally, resulting in a 30% improvement in productivity.

96% Fewer Projects

The customer dramatically streamlined non-delivery processes and consolidated 70 projects to just three, eliminating the overhead for the excess projects.

Read the full case study here

cprime.com/agile-transformation-utility-company
Cprime Partnerships

With 50+ partners, Cprime is committed to growing mutually beneficial alliances to deliver more value across all of Cprime’s Trainings, Products, and Services.

View all partners
cprime.com/about/partners
About Cprime

Cprime is a full-service global consulting leader in enterprise and product agility, software tooling, and managed services. Cprime’s team of experienced practitioners help businesses achieve agility, improve visibility and alignment, speed time to market, and realize significant operational and cost saving improvements.

With over 20 years’ experience, Cprime is trusted around the globe to provide strategic and technical consulting, coaching, and training to businesses leading their industry in digital transformation.

Cprime is a Goldman Sachs Asset Management and Everstone Capital Partners portfolio company.

300+ Coaches, including specialists in agile, product & technical coaching
250+ Engineers
100+ Tools Architects and Cloud Migration & Hosting Specialists

30+ Countries Served
180+ Scrum Masters & RTEs
Reimagine the future of work.

Every organization has a unique vision, focus, and goal. Cprime’s end-to-end services enable your teams to develop, optimize, and scale at their own pace.

*We don’t offer suggestions... we offer solutions.*

---

Cprime Resources

**Webinars** - Enroll in a 60-minute web seminar that discusses key management practices, research, and current trends. cprime.com/resource/webinars

**Blogs** - Featuring real world stories from our subject matter experts and original research. cprime.com/resources/blog

**Whitepapers** - Resources written by our experts about topics ranging from leadership to Agile to DevOps. cprime.com/resource/white-papers

**Case Studies** - Read up on transformations and key results from companies across the globe who have utilized Cprime. cprime.com/resource/case-study

**Templates** - Improve your processes by using one of our pre-existing templates. cprime.com/resource/templates

**Tutorials** - We have a wide variety of tutorials and how to's for you to advance your skillset. cprime.com/resource/video